Objective: To relate changes in fractional anisotropy associated with behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia to measures of apathy and disinhibition.
B
ehavioral variant frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD), the most common presentation of frontotemporal lobar degeneration, is characterized by changes in personality and social conduct and by loss of executive function . The 2 most common behavioral features of bvFTD are apathy and disinhibition (Massimo et al, 2009; Mourik et al, 2004) . These neuropsychiatric symptoms predict accelerated functional decline and earlier mortality for patients and cause high levels of stress to caregivers (Clarke et al, 2010; Massimo et al, 2009; Vilalta-Franch et al, 2013) . Notably, apathy has been shown to differentiate bvFTD from other variants of frontotemporal dementia (Liu et al, 2004) . The characteristic pattern of gray matter atrophy in bvFTD is widespread bilateral frontal and temporal changes (Whitwell et al, 2011) . White matter is also susceptible to pathologic damage in frontotemporal lobar degeneration (Forman et al, 2002; Neumann et al, 2007) , but few studies have attempted to characterize the changes in white matter associated with bvFTD. Although 2 reports have described white matter associations with disinhibition in bvFTD, the studies used very different methods and their results were inconsistent (Borroni et al, 2007; Hornberger et al, 2011) . Borroni et al (2007) used a region-of-interest-based approach and reported that fractional anisotropy (FA) in the superior longitudinal fasciculus was related to disinhibition as measured by items from the Frontal Behavioral Inventory. By contrast, Hornberger et al (2011) reported that FA in the uncinate fasciculus, cingulum, and forceps minor was related to disinhibition as measured by items from the Hayling Test. The different methods of analysis and the different measures of disinhibition in these studies could both potentially contribute to the different white matter tracts observed; additional work is needed to resolve these discrepancies.
We are not aware of studies examining white matter associations with apathy in bvFTD.
In the present study, we used a tract-specific analysis technique (Yushkevich et al, 2008) to examine changes in FA associated with bvFTD and to relate these changes to apathy and disinhibition. Tract-specific analysis does not require the user to specify parameters, and therefore maintains consistency and replicability across analyses and users. The technique offers anatomically guided data reduction in 11 major white matter tracts. It increases sensitivity to detect potential differences in white matter integrity by minimizing potential confounds introduced through smoothing and suboptimal registration of diffusion tensor data and by reducing power demands through decreasing the number of comparisons.
We hypothesized that apathy and disinhibition would be associated with distinct regions of white matter disease in bvFTD, and these disruptions would correspond to frontotemporal networks involved in goaldirected behavior. Specifically, we hypothesized that reduced integrity of white matter fibers connecting ventral frontal and temporal gray matter regions would be involved in the expression of apathy, and that disruption of white matter fibers connecting ventral and dorsal regions of frontal gray matter would be associated with disinhibition.
METHODS

Participants
We recruited 11 patients with bvFTD from the Penn Frontotemporal Degeneration Center at the University of Pennsylvania Perelman School of Medicine, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. We collected neuropsychiatric data, structural magnetic resonance imaging, and diffusion tensor imaging for each patient. All patients met published clinical criteria for bvFTD as assessed by a Board-certified neurologist (author M.G.), and all patients had a cerebrospinal fluid profile consistent with frontotemporal lobar degeneration pathology (total tau:b-amyloid r0.34) as validated in a previous autopsy study (Irwin et al, 2012) . The procedure that we used to collect and evaluate the cerebrospinal fluid is described by Irwin et al (2012) .
Exclusion criteria were other neurologic conditions such as stroke, head trauma, and hydrocephalus; other causes of dementia; medical conditions associated with cognitive difficulty; primary psychiatric disorders; and contraindications for magnetic resonance imaging. Some patients may have been taking a small dose of a nonsedating antidepressant (eg, sertraline) or a low-potency nonsedating neuroleptic (eg, quetiapine), as needed medically.
We recruited a control group of 34 healthy seniors through flyers and presentations at senior living centers. Inclusion criteria were a minimum age of 50 years and a Mini-Mental State Examination (Folstein et al, 1975) score of Z28 out of a possible 30. Exclusion criteria were history of a neurologic condition, head trauma, current psychiatric diagnoses, current use of any psychoactive drugs or medications, and contraindications for magnetic resonance imaging. We also collected structural magnetic resonance imaging and diffusion tensor imaging on the controls. We compared the controls and patients in an imaging analysis to define regions of disease in the patients.
The patient and control groups were similar in demographics. The patients' mean age was 60.5 years (standard error of the mean = 2.0) versus 62.8 (1.4) years for the controls; t 43 = 0.886, P = 0.381. The groups were also similar in sex: The patient group had 7 men and 4 women, and the control group had 18 men and 16 women; w 2 = 0.385, P = 0.535. We obtained written informed consent from all control participants and patients or patients' caregivers using an informed consent process and study protocol approved by the University of Pennsylvania Institutional Review Board. This protocol included measures to protect participants' privacy and the confidentiality of the research data.
Neuropsychiatric Assessment
We measured our patients' apathetic and disinhibited behaviors using the Neuropsychiatric Inventory (NPI) (Cummings et al, 1994) , which evaluates 12 domains of common neuropsychiatric symptoms (Table 1) : apathy/indifference, disinhibition, delusions, hallucinations, depression/dysphoria, anxiety, irritability/lability, agitation, euphoria/elation, aberrant motor behavior, sleep/nighttime behavior, and appetite/eating. A caregiver for each patient completed the NPI by rating the frequency of specific abnormal behaviors and rating the overall severity of each domain. The NPI has well-established content validity, concurrent validity, inter-rater reliability, and test-retest reliability (Cummings et al, 1994) .
We averaged the frequency of each behavioral item across all items within the same domain to yield a frequency score for the domain. We then multiplied the frequency and severity scores to yield a total frequencyby-severity score for each domain. We examined the correlation of the frequency-by-severity scores for apathy and disinhibition with the scores from each of the other domains.
Neuropsychological Assessment
To get a more complete neuropsychological characterization of our patients, we tested them directly. Within a mean of 3.1 months (standard error of the mean = 1.2) from the time that their caregivers completed the NPI, we gave the patients the Mini-Mental State Examination (Folstein et al, 1975) and the Philadelphia Brief Assessment of Cognition (Libon et al, 2011) ( Table 1 ). The Philadelphia Brief Assessment of Cognition is a collection of tests that rate cognition, behavior, and language. The measures are grouped and scored under 5 subscales with roughly equal weighting: working memory/executive control, lexical retrieval/language, visuospatial/visuoconstructional ability, verbal/visual episodic memory, and behavior/social comportment.
Imaging Data Acquisition
We acquired all imaging data for each patient during a single structural magnetic resonance imaging session scheduled within a mean of 6.3 months (standard error of the mean = 1.7) from the time that their caregivers completed the NPI. At the time of scanning, the patients had presented symptoms of bvFTD for a mean of 3.3 years (standard error of the mean = 0.7). We scheduled the imaging sessions for the controls at their convenience.
The imaging acquisition procedure was identical for patients and controls. We acquired diffusion-weighted images on a Siemens 3.0 T Trio scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) with an 8-channel coil using a single-shot, spin-echo, diffusion-weighted echo planar imaging sequence (field of view = 245 mm; matrix size = 112 Â 112; number of slices = 57; voxel size = 2.2 mm isotropic; repetition time = 6700 msec; echo time = 85 msec; fat saturation). In total, we acquired 31 volumes per participant: 1 without diffusion weighting (b-value = 0 sec/mm 2 ) and 30 with diffusion weighting (b-value = 1000 sec/mm 2 ) along 30 noncollinear directions. During the session, we also obtained a structural T1-weighted 3-dimensional spoiled gradient-echo sequence with a repetition time = 1620 msec, echo time = 3 msec, flip angle = 15 degrees, matrix = 192 Â 256, slice thickness = 1 mm, and in-plane resolution = 0.9 Â 0.9 mm.
We describe the preprocessing of the T1-weighted images and our voxel-wise statistical analysis of gray matter in Supplemental Digital Content 1 (http://links. lww.com/CBN/A54).
Preprocessing of Diffusion-Weighted Images
We reconstructed diffusion tensor maps from the diffusion-weighted imaging using the Camino software toolkit (http://cmic.cs.ucl.ac.uk/camino/; Cook et al, 2006) . After rigid transformation, we aligned tensor images to a healthy aging template through affine Zhang et al, 2007) . This is the same template that we used to generate the white matter tract models described below.
Tract-Specific Analysis
For a detailed description of the tract-specific analysis, see Yushkevich et al (2008) . Briefly, 11 white matter tracts have been made available for use with this technique: corpus callosum and bilateral inferior frontooccipital fasciculus, inferior longitudinal fasciculus, superior longitudinal fasciculus, uncinate fasciculus, and corticofugal fibers including the corona radiata. The tracts had been defined from a diffusion tensor imaging template of healthy aging generated from 51 participants (21 men and 30 women, mean age = 70.1 years, standard error of the mean = 0.6 years) from the publicly available IXI database (http://biomedic.doc.ic.ac.uk/braindevelopment/; Zhang et al, 2010) .
We chose the healthy aging template to match the demographic characteristics of our patients and controls, and to model diffusion pathways without severe diseaserelated alterations. We ran whole-brain tractography on the template using the Fiber Assignment by Continuous Tracking algorithm (Mori et al, 1999) in the Diffusion Tensor Imaging ToolKit, and we used an established region-of-interest-based fiber-tracking protocol to segment the tracts of interest (Wakana et al, 2004) . We then converted each tract to a binary volume and modeled by a skeleton and its corresponding boundary using a continuous medial model (Figure 1 ). For each point in the skeleton, a line segment called a spoke connected that point to the closest point on the model's boundary. Spokes were orthogonal to the model's boundary, and no spokes in the model intersected.
For each participant and each tract, we computed maximum FA values from the diffusion tensor image along the spokes of the model and we projected these values onto the corresponding point on the model's surface. We used t tests to compare the patients to the controls at each point on the model. Using a t value height threshold corresponding to P < 0.001, we ran nonparametric, cluster-based statistical analysis with 10,000 permutations. We applied family-wise error correction for multiple comparisons. We report clusters that survived a size threshold equivalent to P < 0.05.
We performed regression analyses to relate the neuropsychiatric measures to FA in each tract where we had found clusters with significantly less FA in patients than controls. We constrained analyses to tracts with FA disruptions so that we could relate apathy and disinhibition severity to white matter degeneration. We ran the regression analyses with the same threshold parameters and number of permutations as the t tests, and we identified clusters where frequency-by-severity scores for apathy or disinhibition correlated with FA.
RESULTS
Neuropsychiatric and Neuropsychological Assessments
As shown by the NPI, our patients with bvFTD exhibited apathy and disinhibition (Table 1) . To assess the specificity of the apathy and disinhibition, we performed correlation analyses relating frequency-by-severity scores for these domains to each of the other NPI domains. We found a significant correlation only between disinhibition and euphoria (r 11 = 0.854, Bonferroni-corrected P = 0.022). No other correlations were significant (all P values >0.2 with Bonferroni correction); notably, apathy did not correlate with disinhibition (r 11 = À 0.079, P > 0.2) or with depression (r 11 = 0.533, P > 0.2).
These null findings indicate a lack of collinearity between apathy and disinhibition, suggesting that they may have distinct neuroanatomic correlates in our imaging analyses. These findings also provide evidence that apathy in our patients was not likely confounded by depression (Eslinger et al, 2012; Levy et al, 1998) .
Neuropsychiatric and Imaging Correlations
Relative to the controls, the patients with bvFTD showed significant FA reductions in the anterior corpus callosum and throughout bilateral uncinate fasciculus, as well as bilateral anterior portions of the inferior longitudinal fasciculus, inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus, and corona radiata (Figure 2A ). The areas and P values of all significant clusters are summarized in Supplemental Table 1 (Supplemental Digital Content 2, http://links. lww.com/CBN/A55).
Regression analysis related the frequency-by-severity apathy score to FA in the temporal portion of the left uncinate fasciculus ( Figure 2B ). Regression analysis also related the frequency-by-severity disinhibition score to FA in the right corona radiata ( Figure 2C ). No other tracts with FA reductions showed a significant relationship between FA and frequency-by-severity scores for apathy or disinhibition.
DISCUSSION
In 11 patients with bvFTD, we found disruptions of white matter integrity in the corpus callosum and bilateral uncinate fasciculus, inferior longitudinal fasciculus, inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus, and corona radiata. White matter disease was especially prominent in the anterior portions of the corpus callosum, inferior longitudinal fasciculus, inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus, and corona radiata. We also found significant disease throughout the bilateral uncinate fasciculus.
These findings are consistent with previous reports of widespread reduction of FA in frontal and temporal white matter in bvFTD (Agosta et al, 2012; Hornberger et al, 2011; Mahoney et al, 2014; Matsuo et al, 2008; Whitwell et al, 2010; Zhang et al., 2009 Zhang et al., , 2011 . Using tract-specific analysis, we found that our patients replicated a specific bias for disruption of the anterior fibers of the corpus callosum (Agosta et al, 2012; Lillo et al, 2012; Matsuo et al, 2008; Zhang et al, 2009 Zhang et al, , 2011 and prominent diffusion abnormalities in the uncinate fasciculus in bvFTD (Matsuo et al, 2008) . Brown and Pluck (2000) suggested that frontal and temporal gray matter and white matter structures constitute critical components of a large-scale neural network that is important in regulating goal-directed behavior. From this perspective, orbital and medial regions of the inferior frontal lobe have been shown to contribute to the interpretation of value-and reward-related information (Grossman et al, 2010; Kable and Glimcher, 2007; Kringelbach and Rolls, 2004) . Thus, degradation of the white matter projections between orbital and medial regions of the inferior frontal lobe and other areas of the temporal lobe may interfere with motivation and goal-directed behavior. The fibers of the uncinate fasciculus serve as the primary connection between these inferior frontal and anterior temporal regions of gray matter. We found damage in the left uncinate fasciculus to be associated with apathy.
We are unaware of previous studies investigating the relationship between white matter integrity and a specific measure of apathy in bvFTD. In patients with Alzheimer disease, tract-based spatial statistics have associated apathy with FA changes in the bilateral uncinate fasciculus, corpus callosum, right superior longitudinal fasciculus, and left cingulum (Hahn et al, 2013; Smith et al, 2006) . These findings further implicate a network of frontal and temporal structures in goal-directed behavior. Two additional studies averaged FA over select regions of interest and found that reduced FA in the anterior cingulum corresponded to apathy in patients with mild cognitive impairment or Alzheimer disease (Kim et al, 2011; Tighe et al, 2012) .
In voxel-based morphometry studies of gray matter in patients with bvFTD, apathy has been associated with disease in bilateral medial, orbital, inferior, and dorsolateral frontal areas, as well as bilateral anterior temporal and right caudate regions (Massimo et al, 2009; Zamboni et al, 2008) . Similarly, an FDG-PET study showed that apathetic patients with bvFTD had lower brain activity in the orbitofrontal cortex than nonapathetic patients (Peters et al, 2006) . In a heterogeneous cohort of patients with dementia, apathy was related to atrophy in ventromedial frontal regions (Rosen et al, 2005) .
We report results consistent with previous studies in the gray matter analysis of our own study participants. Supplemental Table 2 (Supplemental Digital Content 3, http://links.lww.com/CBN/A56) lists the regions where our patients had gray matter atrophy relative to our controls, and regions where gray matter atrophy correlated with the neuropsychiatric measures of apathy and disinhibition. Supplemental Figure 1 (Supplemental Digital Content 4, http://links.lww.com/CBN/A57) maps our patients' regions of gray matter atrophy and illustrates the areas that correlated with apathy and disinhibition. Our findings confirm a characteristic distribution of gray matter disease: widespread bilateral frontal and temporal atrophy. This distribution confirms the representativeness of our sample.
The corona radiata includes white matter fibers that may play a role in linking a functional network involving orbital, dorsolateral, and insular gray matter regions of the frontal lobe as well as the striatum, during challenges that require inhibitory control (Aron et al, 2003; Liu et al, 2004; Vink et al, 2005) . Voxel-based morphometry analyses relate disinhibition to atrophy in these orbitofrontal, dorsolateral, and medial prefrontal gray matter regions, as well as anterior and medial temporal gray matter regions (Hornberger et al, 2011; Liu et al, 2004; Zamboni et al, 2008) . Patients with bvFTD have shown impaired performance on complex tests of inhibitory control such as the Hayling test; these patients also had magnetic FIGURE 2. Fractional anisotropy (FA) reductions and correlations with apathy and disinhibition in our 11 patients with behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD). Statistically significant clusters are outlined in black. Panel A: Tract-specific analysis shows areas where FA was significantly lower in the patients with bvFTD than in the control group. Panel B: Tract-specific regression analysis in bvFTD correlates FA with the apathy score. Panel C: Tract-specific regression analysis in bvFTD correlates FA with the disinhibition score. CC = corpus callosum. CR = corona radiata. ILF = inferior longitudinal fasciculus. SLF = superior longitudinal fasciculus. IFO = inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus. UNC = uncinate fasciculus.
resonance imaging and FDG-PET evidence of disease in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Kipps et al, 2010) .
White matter disease has also been implicated in disordered inhibitory control in patients with bvFTD. In our study, we found an association between disinhibition and loss of white matter integrity in the right corona radiata.
Previous work using region of interest has shown a relationship between FA in the right superior longitudinal fasciculus and certain items of the Frontal Behavioral Inventory addressing disinhibition (Borroni et al, 2007) . Although we did not find significantly reduced FA in our patients' right superior longitudinal fasciculus, we did find disinhibition to be related to FA in adjacent white matter fibers of the right corona radiata. Hornberger et al (2011) , using tract-based spatial statistics, found that FA in the uncinate fasciculus, cingulum, and forceps minor correlated with disinhibition as measured by the Hayling Test.
Discrepancies such as these may be explained in part by the measures used to assess disinhibition; additional work is needed to resolve these differences. Nevertheless, our observations, along with these other findings, suggest that a large-scale neural network involving dorsolateral, orbital, and insular regions of the frontal lobe contributes to inhibitory control, and that white matter fibers may integrate these regions to facilitate network performance on tasks requiring inhibitory control.
Our correlations of white matter with apathy and disinhibition converge with growing evidence of substantial white matter disease in frontotemporal lobar degeneration. We carefully screened cerebrospinal fluid from our patients in an effort to exclude patients who might have Alzheimer disease pathology (Bian et al, 2008; de Souza et al, 2013; Irwin et al, 2012) . This was an important distinction, given that previous diffusion tensor imaging studies have demonstrated that patients with frontotemporal lobar degeneration have substantially worse white matter disease than patients with Alzheimer disease . Future studies should address the relative associations of white matter disease with neuropsychiatric correlates in pathologic subtypes of bvFTD because tau and TAR (transactive response) DNA-binding protein 43 proteinopathies also appear to have distinct patterns of white matter disease (McMillan et al, 2013) .
Our use of tract-specific analysis in this study combined advantageous characteristics of 3 well-established strategies in diffusion tensor imaging analysis: fiber tractography, voxel-based morphometry, and tract-based spatial statistics.
Several published techniques have extracted centerlines from fiber tractography output, normalized them across participants, and performed statistical inference on diffusion tensor metrics along the centerlines (Corouge et al, 2006; Maddah et al, 2007) . While this approach is suitable for bundles that have tubular shapes, such as the cingulum, a centerline representation is inappropriate for other shapes, such as corpus callosum.
Voxel-based morphometry allows for more detailed spatial localization. However, white matter structural information is not taken into account during smoothing and analysis .
Tract-based spatial statistics address this problem by incorporating the geometric features of white matter structures (Smith et al, 2006) . However, using the mean FA image in tract-based spatial statistics limits this approach by ignoring orientation information. Thus, adjacent fasciculi with different orientations but similar FA are combined into a single region of skeleton.
Similar to tract-based spatial statistics, tract-specific analysis uses white matter structural information and projects diffusion data onto skeleton-based models. However, tract-specific analysis is structure-specific, with connectivity information from fiber tractography incorporated into structural definitions. This allows for more reliable inference within anatomic structures.
Standard isotropic smoothing in voxel-based morphometry reduces spatial localization equally in all directions. By contrast, the geometric modeling in tractspecific analysis preserves spatial specificity along the more informative directions that follow the surface of the tract model, while reducing spatial specificity along the depth direction (the direction orthogonal to the boundary of the structure). Furthermore, the parametric surface representations in tract-specific analysis allow for surfacebased statistical analysis, and robust techniques for the statistical analysis of manifold-based feature maps are well documented in the context of neuroimaging (Yushkevich et al, 2008) .
We used a caregiver-based assessment, the NPI, to evaluate the presence and severity of apathy, disinhibition, and other neuropsychiatric symptoms in our patients with bvFTD. The NPI is a well-validated instrument for assessing neuropsychiatric features, but third-party report introduces a substantial confound. Other studies have used a variety of assessment tools to evaluate these features: single-item measures of behavioral features like apathy on the Frontal Behavioral Inventory (Borroni et al, 2007; Farb et al, 2013) , multi-item assessments of multiple feature domains such as the NPI (Borroni et al, 2007; Hornberger et al, 2011; Kim et al, 2011; Tighe et al, 2012) , and multi-item assessments of specific features such as the Apathy Inventory (Hahn et al, 2013) .
The considerable differences among these tests likely contribute to differences in reported neuroanatomic correlations. The development of objective measures of apathy that could determine the features contributing to an apathetic phenotype could allow for more informative and consistent studies of apathy.
Our patients had a correlation between NPI measures of disinhibition and euphoria. This result follows intuitively from previous factor analyses of NPI domains. These analyses grouped disinhibition and euphoria into a common factor (Aalten et al, 2003; Lee et al, 2012) . It is possible that disinhibition and euphoria share some common projectional targets within the frontolimbic networks.
Differences in imaging methods are another source of discrepancy between studies. While tract-specific analysis provides manifold-based evaluation of diffusion metrics within 11 major white matter tracts, the technique does not enable many smaller, more challenging regions of white matter to be analyzed. Because diffusion imaging presents challenges in localization, many commonly used region-of-interest-and tractography-based methods provide even less coverage and less specific localization. The advancement of diffusion analysis methods providing whole-brain coverage will allow for more consistent methods in future studies of white matter.
Techniques are also being developed to integrate the evaluation of gray and white matter (Avants et al, , 2010 (Avants et al, , 2014 . These whole-brain techniques are ideally suited to characterizing changes in large functional networks such as the salience network, which has been associated with atrophy patterns in bvFTD as well as affective cognition and behavioral disruptions (Seeley et al, 2007 (Seeley et al, , 2009 Zhou et al, 2010) . Future studies using these techniques could provide valuable information about the relative contributions of gray and white matter changes to behavioral impairments in bvFTD.
In summary, using tract-specific analysis, we observed widespread frontal and anterior temporal white matter disease in patients with bvFTD. Damage in the left uncinate fasciculus was associated with apathy, while disruption in fibers of the right corona radiata was related to disinhibition. These novel findings suggest that disease in distinct frontotemporal network structures may contribute to apathy and disinhibition in bvFTD. Specifically, the uncinate fasciculus may support a network of frontal and temporal structures regulating goal-directed behavior, and fibers in the corona radiata may contribute to a frontal network mediating behavioral inhibition.
